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ABSTRACT

Literature search and recommendation systems have traditionally focused on improving recommendation accuracy through new algorithmic approaches. Less research has focused on the crucial task of visualizing the retrieved results to the user. Today, the most common visualization for literature search and recommendation systems remains the ranked list. However, this format exhibits several shortcomings, especially for academic literature. We present an alternative visual interface for exploring the results of an academic literature retrieval system using a force-directed graph layout. The interactive information visualization techniques we describe allow for a higher resolution search and discovery space tailored to the unique feature-based similarity present among academic literature. RecVis – the visual interface we propose – supports academics in exploring the scientific literature beyond textual similarity alone, since it enables the rapid identification of other forms of similarity, including the similarity of citations, figures, and mathematical expressions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The discovery of relevant scientific literature is a tedious and time-consuming task. Approximately 3 million new papers are published annually [1], and well over 50 million research papers are in circulation today [2]. Given this large volume and rapid growth of publications, researchers can easily miss the content most relevant to them. At the same time, identifying the specific features in publications that might be relevant to a researcher’s information need is becoming more tedious and daunting.

Academic search and recommendation systems facilitate the information retrieval and discovery process. However, current literature recommendation systems are not using the full spectrum of available text-independent feature analysis methods to determine article relevance. Text-independent feature analysis methods for similarity assessment include citation-based measures [3], mathematical formulae analysis [4], and image-based retrieval methods [5, 6]. Thus far, no system has combined these methods to support the literature recommendation use case. Furthermore, the most commonly employed visualization method for literature recommendations remains a ranked list sorted in descending order of a predicted relevance score. However, this format entails two significant disadvantages:

1. Inefficient user exploration of recommended items. Since a list is, by definition, a space-saving format, it can only show the most condensed and superficial information, e.g., title, author names, and possibly the venue and publishing date. Lists do not support the discovery of deeper content, since metadata alone cannot inform readers about the type of content present in the recommended documents. To communicate the presence of text-independent similarities in the recommended literature, alternative visualization methods are required.

2. Relevance thresholds over which users have no control. If the predicted global relevance score is too low, an item will not be displayed in the list-based format, e.g., in a top-5 ranking. However, a paper at rank 16 might still be relevant to a reader if it contains certain features that the reader is keen to discover. For example, if a researcher seeks to find publications containing similar figures or citations as a given input file. Addressing this need requires a user-customizable interface.

We propose and evaluate a visualization approach that allows displaying the relatedness of documents and derives from the similarity of semantic features that commonly exist in scientific publications. The approach and visualization interface we describe is especially valuable for literature in the STEM fields (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) since these disciplines contain high frequencies of text-independent features, such as mathematical formulae or charts. The presented interface supports users in the filtering and decision-making process to
discover and understand instances of both text-based and text-independent similarities within the recommended literature.

2 BACKGROUND

List-based results visualizations are the prevailing format for literature search and recommendation interfaces. Nonetheless, a range of graph-based visualizations has been proposed for recommending movies [7], TV shows [8], users in social networks [9], and talks to conference attendees [10]. However, research on visualizations designed to support the academic literature recommendation use case is sparse. Despite recommender systems research having emphasized the importance of transparency [11] and enhancing user control [12], these considerations are still lacking from today’s systems for academic literature recommendation. We identify two related projects thus far.

Sciencet is was a prototype of a hybrid research paper recommendation system employing a graph-based user interface (UI) [13]. The system combined four citation analysis algorithms, textual similarity assessments, and user ratings. The UI displayed papers as topically clustered icons in a graph (the higher the relevance score of a paper, the larger its icon). Users could filter the recommended papers, e.g., by impact factor, rating received, or publication dates. However, no other text-independent features beyond citations were considered.

HyPlag is a prototype of a hybrid plagiarism detection system [14] that considers the similarity of in-text citations, figures, formulae, and text to retrieve instances of potential plagiarism in academic documents. Its similarity assessment methods are highly relevant to this work. The system’s UI consists of two column-based views for presenting results. A first view shows an input document on the left and abstract representations for all documents exhibiting similarities to the input document on the right. A second view shows a side-by-side comparison of the input document with a potential source document. Similar features are highlighted and interactively linked in both documents.

3 RecVis SYSTEM

This section describes the similarity assessment methods of the newly conceived RecVis system, the system’s architecture, and the novel interface for exploring literature recommendations.

3.1 Citation-based Similarity Assessment

To quantify the citation-based similarity of documents, RecVis employs the co-citation proximity analysis (CPA) measure [3]. Co-citation measures derive the similarity of two documents from the frequency with which the two documents are cited together in other documents. CPA improves upon the traditional co-citation by weighting the co-citation frequency with the smallest distance between the in-text citations that refer to the two documents in question. We use the more fine-grained CPA measure over co-citation, or bibliographic coupling, since CPA has outperformed these approaches in prior evaluations [15].

3.2 Text-based Similarity Assessment

RecVis uses the scoring function “More Like This” (MLT) implemented in Elasticsearch1 to determine the textual similarity of documents. MLT combines a tf-idf weighted term vector space model with a Boolean retrieval approach by using the top k terms with the highest tf-idf values in a document to form a disjunctive query for finding related documents. Thus, MLT considers articles as being more similar the more specific terms they share.

3.3 Mathematics-based Similarity Assessment

To analyze the similarity of mathematical expressions, RecVis uses three measures we developed in our prior research [16]. All three measures consider mathematical identifiers, since these features achieved the best retrieval performance of all presentational math features in our prior experiments. The Histo measure reflects the global, order-agnostic overlap of identifiers in two documents by quantifying the difference of the identifiers’ frequency histograms. The Longest Common Subsequence of Identifiers (LCIS) is the number of identifiers that match in both documents in the same order but not necessarily in a contiguous block. Like Histo, the LCIS measure quantifies the global similarity of mathematical content in documents. Finally, the Greedy Identifier Tiles (GIT) measure reflects the number of identifiers in the query document that are part of identifier tiles with a minimum length of five. Identifier tiles are the individually longest blocks of shared identifiers in identical order that cannot be extended to the left or right without encountering a non-matching identifier. Greedy tiles are well-suited to find confined regions in articles that feature high mathematical similarity.

3.4 Image-based Similarity Assessment

RecVis integrates four analysis methods to find similar or semantically related figures, charts or images. We previously developed this combined retrieval approach for the plagiarism detection use case [6]. However, with adjusted thresholds, we see this approach being equally applicable to the literature recommendation use case. The first of four image-based analysis algorithms we use is perceptual hashing (pHash), a reliable and well-established method for retrieving highly similar images. The second and third analysis methods perform order-agnostic and positional character trigram matching for text extracted from figures using OCR. The order-agnostic matching compares all trigrams extracted from the images. The positional matching only compares trigrams occurring in similar relative positions of a figure, e.g., allowing a precise comparison of axis labels. The fourth method, ratio hashing, can identify bar charts that depict similar data even if the scales used differ.

3.5 System Architecture and Document Collection

RecVis is implemented as a 3-tier web application. The frontend presentation tier provides the recommendation interface we describe in this paper. The frontend uses HTML, CSS, and
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JavaScript (Bootstrap for styling and D3.js for visualizations). It fetches result data from the backend and stores user credentials, user preferences, and the metadata for the recommendation exploration session. This tier uses a REST API realized using Node.js and Express.js, as well as a MongoDB database integrated via Mongoose.js. The existing HyPlag system [14] serves as the backend tier of the web application. The backend stores the document collection, performs the similarity computations and provides the recommendation results via the REST API to the frontend application tier. Since RecVis is connected to the HyPlag backend, it uses the PubMed Open Access Subset2 and the NTCIR 11 Math Dataset [16] as the recommendation collections.

3.6 RecVis Recommendation Exploration Interface

Existing literature search and recommendation systems require researchers to examine the retrieved publications manually to discover the presence of any feature-based similarity they may find relevant. Our proposed supportive visualization process allows researchers to more quickly explore and compare academic literature with regard to the user-specified semantic features of interest. We define these features of interest to encompass similarities among the figures used, the mathematical formulae contained, or the literature cited – in addition to the presence of textual similarity.

For the recommendation exploration view, we conceived a visualization concept as shown in Figure 1. Users upload a seed document, for which they seek to receive recommendations, thus adhering to the query by example paradigm. The input document is displayed as the central node, around which the recommended literature is arranged in a force-directed graph layout.3

![Figure 1: Interactive recommendation exploration view](image)

Sliders in a right-hand panel allow users to determine their individual weighting preference for text, citation, figure, or formula-based similarities. A global relevance threshold slider additionally enables users to quickly filter for recommendations with the highest overall similarity score from zero to one. Nodes shaded in darker hues of blue and with thicker connecting lines indicate higher global relevance scores than lightly tinted nodes connected by thinner lines.

Changing the weights for any of the semantic features using the sliders (shown in Figure 2) result in an instantaneous update of the graph-based visualization. The responsiveness for the initial visualization of all recommendations for a seed document is 1-3 seconds, depending on the number of nodes. With the global sensitivity threshold set to the lowest point by the user, the interface displays up to 20 publications for exploration.

3.7 RecVis Feature Visualization

The detailed feature exploration view shown in Figure 2 displays 'feature nodes', which upon selecting a recommendation, extend from the edges. These nodes represent the presence of the individual similarity features (text, citations, figures, and formulae) for the inspected recommended publication. The aim of the interface is to support users in identifying the type of feature similarity and thus judging the relevance of the recommended literature more quickly.

![Figure 2: Visualization depicting expanded feature nodes](image)

The nodes are color-coded according to feature type and sized according to their relative presence in the publication to better assist the user in a quick discovery of which semantic features are most prevalent. Based on which features the user would like to explore in a subsequent detailed inspection view, the user can now save the most relevant recommendations in a ‘collected documents’ panel (shown on the left-hand side in Figure 1).

4 EVALUATION

To evaluate the perceived satisfaction and usability of RecVis’ graph-based recommendation exploration interface, we conducted a study with STEM-academics at the Ph.D. and Postdoc level (N = 12). The average age of participants was 29, and 75% said they were ‘very familiar’ with using academic literature search or recommendation systems in their daily routines. Specifically, we examined (1) whether the graph-based visualization allows for efficient exploration of the recommended literature, and (2) whether the user-controllable similarity thresholds are intuitive
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3 Explore the RecVis interface for yourself at: https://purl.org/recvis
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for supporting the discovery of different feature-based instances of similarity.

We assigned participants with a series of tasks supported by the RecVis interface to assess successful task completion rates and identify areas of improvement. Participant’s perceived cognitive workload for tasks was measured using NASA-TLX [17]. Finally, we assessed user’s perceived satisfaction with individual design choices for recommendation interaction on a 5-point Likert scale.

**Task completion & workload.** We assigned participants with ten tasks, of which six tasks related to the recommendation exploration view (Figure 1) and four related to the detailed feature comparison view (Figure 2). Task completion success rate over all participants and tasks was 93%. The success rate was slightly higher (.96) for the six tasks relating to the graph-based exploration overview than for the detailed feature node examination view (.90). Participants ‘struggled’ most with Task 2.1: Identify the recommended article that has the highest overall similarity with the source document and determine which feature(s) contribute the most to overall similarity. Since this task required two steps, it was more complex to solve using the interface. However, even for this task, completion rate was .83 averaged over the 12 participants.

Given that this information need cannot be answered using existing recommendation exploration interfaces for academic literature, we were satisfied with the performance. Regarding participant’s subjective workload for the tasks, mental demand on average was rated as ‘low’ (.19) (scaling NASA-TLX to a 7-point scale from -3 to 3). Performance, i.e. perceived success in accomplishing tasks, was rated at 2.8 (very high) and effort, i.e. difficulty to accomplish tasks was rated at -2.4 (very low). Frustration level was also rated as ‘very low’ (on average -2.4). These results are encouraging, since low cognitive complexity is crucial for the acceptance of new interfaces.

**User-perceived satisfaction.** Satisfaction with individual design choices was rated on a 5-point scale (-2 to 2) from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree.’ Responses to nine interface design decisions confirmed no critical interface design issues. Yet, we are currently making improvements to the feature node depiction as a result of the feedback collected. Due to space restrictions, we have made all survey questions, results, and charts available on GitHub1.

In summary, the study showed that a graph-based visualization was perceived as an enjoyable and efficient format to explore and filter literature recommendations. Furthermore, the user-controllable thresholds for filtering recommendation sets were found to be intuitive and gave users a sense of control over the recommendation experience. This paper presents a first study of the RecVis concept. Subsequent evaluations will make use of standardized surveys, e.g. SUS or PSSUQ to enable comparability.

In the future, we will expand upon this recommendation visualization concept to also generate nested recommendation graphs for any of the currently displayed recommendations. We are now working on a detailed comparison view, which allows researchers to further inspect the instances of similarities in the literature in a subsequent detailed inspection view. We have made our system openly available on GitHub2 and invite the scientific community to add semantic similarity measures or to customize the system to their own specialized information retrieval tasks.

## 5 CONCLUSION

RecVis demonstrates an alternative literature recommendation and visualization concept to help researchers identify specific features of interest within recommended sets of literature. An evaluation of our visualization concept showed good usability and demonstrated that the force-directed graph layout adds value for users when narrowing down recommendation results. Applying personalized discovery preferences and feature sensitivity values increased users’ feelings of control. Our presented approach and interface allow a quick identification of academic publications that fulfill specific information needs, which existing recommendation interfaces cannot support. By conceiving more user-customizable recommendation interfaces, such as we introduce with the RecVis prototype, we hope that in the future, researchers will be better supported in their specialized academic literature search and discovery needs.
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